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Amigurumi Raindrop Pattern 
 

Materials 

Yarn: acrylic, worsted weight (size 4) yarn small amounts in blues or white  

Hook: 4.25 mm / (G/6) / UK 7 

Scissors, Yarn Needle, Stitch Marker 

Optional: felt, needle & thread 

 

Stitch Legend 

r – row 

st(s) – stitch(es) 

ch(s) – chain(s) 

sl st – slip stitch 

sc – single crochet 

sc2tog – single crochet 2 stitches together 

 

Special Stitches 

Cinch Circle: cross yarn to make a loop, pass hook through loop from front to back, hook yarn and bring it back 

through loop to pull up a loop on your hook, chain 1.  This will make, and secure, the circle.  Work all successive 

stitches into circle over top of the shorter tail.  When finished the first row of stitches, pull the shorter tail to cinch 

the circle shut. 

 

Notes & Pattern Tricks! 

- The number of stitches you should have at the end of each row will appear in parentheses  

- Pattern is made in the round, do not finish or join rows with a slip stitch, work next row’s first stitch 

directly into the previous row’s first stitch 

- When told to “even up your stitches” continue to crochet around until your last stitch is in a direct line up 

from your stitch marker.  This will not change your stitch count. 

- Instead of fiber stuffing, you can also use beans or scraps of fabric! 

- If you want to hang your Raindrops, take a needle, double your thread and sew under the first row a few 

times to secure your thread. 

- You can also use felt to make cute face pieces and sew or hot glue them on  

 

Pattern  

R1: Make a cinch circle, 4 sc into circle, cinch tightly shut (4).  Place stitch marker on first or last stitch 

and leave it there for reference 

R2: sc in each st around (4) 

R3: *2 sc into the next st, sc into the next st*.  Repeat once more (6) 

R4: sc in each st around (6) 

R5: *2 sc into the next st, sc into the next st*.  Repeat twice more (9) 
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R6: sc in each st around (9) 

R7: *2 sc into the next st, sc into the next 2 sts*.  Repeat twice more (12) 

R8: *2 sc into the next st, sc into the next st*.  Repeat around (6 times) (18) 

R9: sc in each st around (18) 

R10: *2 sc into the next st, sc into the next st*.  Repeat around (9 times) (27) 

R11 – R16: sc in each st around (27).  At the end of R16, even up your stitches to align with your stitch 

marker. 

Pause Crochet!  With your yarn needle and black yarn, embroider a simple face on your Raindrop. See 

below for some cute suggestions!  Knot all ends together on the inside of your Raindrop. 

R17: *sc2tog, sc into the next st*.  Repeat around (9 times) (18).  Begin to Stuff your Raindrop. 

R18: *sc2tog, sc into the next st*.  Repeat around (6 times) (12).  Add more stuffing. 

R19: sc2tog around (6 times) (6).  Finish Stuffing your Raindrop, don’t overstuff it, you want it to sit flat! 

R20: sl st around each post until opening is closed.  Fasten off, weave in ends to close any gaps. 
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